The School of Water and Waste, Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), New Delhi, in support with National Mission for Clean Ganga (NMCG), is organising a three-day advanced residential training Programme on Water Sensitive Urban Design and Planning (WSUDP) - Rainwater Harvesting at different scales. The training will involve rainwater harvesting at different scales as well as decentralised wastewater and local reuse and integrated water supply, wastewater, stormwater and groundwater management.

AIM: Build a cohort of practitioners and managers (both government and private) who will design and implement WSUDP interventions.

TRAINING FEES
(For single occupancy accommodation)
Indian Participants: ₹ 21,000
International Participants: US$ 270

(For double occupancy accommodation)
Indian Participants: INR 19,200
International Participants: US$ 246

FELLOWSHIP AVAILABLE
- Early bird entries (till October 28) and a group of more than three participants in each batch can avail a discount of 25 per cent on total rate.
- Full Fellowship includes travel, boarding & lodging costs and training kit & fees costs.
- Part Fellowship doesn’t include to & fro Delhi travel (from your respective location) costs but covers full boarding & lodging costs and training kit & fees.
- Female participants are encouraged to apply and given preference in full / part fellowships.

Note: Only shortlisted candidates will be informed

LIMITED PARTIAL/ FULL SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

For more information Click Here